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ABSTRACT The high instantaneous powers associated with
femtosecond lasers can color many nominally transparent ma-
terials. Although the excitations responsible for this defect
formation occur on subpicosecond time scales, subsequent in-
teractions between the resulting electronic and lattice defects
complicate the evolution of color center formation and decay.
These interactions must be understood in order to account for
the long term behavior of coloration. In this work, we probe
the evolution of color centers produced by femtosecond laser
radiation in soda lime glass and single crystal sodium chlo-
ride on different time scales, from microseconds to hundreds
of seconds. By using an appropriately chosen probe laser fo-
cused through the femtosecond laser spot, we can follow the
changes in coloration due to individual or multiple femtosecond
pulses, and follow the evolution of that coloration for a long time
after femtosecond laser radiation is terminated. For the soda
lime glass, the decay of color centers is well described in terms
of bimolecular annihilation reactions between electron and hole
centers. Similar processes appear to operate in single crystal
sodium chloride.

PACS 82.50.Pt; 78.55.Qr; 78.55.Fv; 78.47.+p

1 Introduction

The extremely high power densities associated
with femtosecond laser pulses allows for strong nonlinear
interactions in nominally transparent materials. Defect pro-
duction can be exploited to pattern these materials, often with
feature sizes smaller than the nominal diffraction limit. Fem-
tosecond lasers have long been exploited to study the kinetics
of defect formation on subpicosecond time regimes [1]. If
these lasers are to be exploited to modify and pattern trans-
parent materials, the fate of these defects on time scales of
nanoseconds to years soon becomes an important issue.

In this work, we examine the fate of defects produced
by femtosecond laser radiation on time scales ranging from
nanoseconds to hundreds of seconds. For each of the two
materials, soda lime glass and single crystal sodium chlo-
ride, absorption spectroscopy was employed to identify the
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appropriate optically absorbing defects for study. The visible
absorption due to these defects was then monitored by meas-
uring the intensity of a CW probe laser of the appropriate
wavelength, focused through the center of a spot of material
modified by a femtosecond laser.

The rate of darkening during femtosecond irradiation
shows complex kinetics that can be modeled in terms of com-
pleting defect creation and annihilation. When femtosecond
irradiation is stopped, defect annihilation reactions restore
a rather large fraction of the transparency lost during irradi-
ation. In the case of soda lime glass, the annihilation reactions
can be modeled in terms of bimolecular annihilation of defect
centers, probably involving mobile trapped electron centers
and stationary trapped hole centers.

2 Experiment

Femtosecond laser pulses were produced by a Spec-
tra Physics Hurricane laser system. The laser source was
seeded with a Spectra Physics Mai Tai diode-pumped, mode-
locked, Ti : Sapphire laser. After stretching, the pulse was
amplified with a Ti : Sapphire regenerative amplifier, pumped
with a Spectra-Physics Evolution diode-pumped, Q-switched,
Nd : LiYF4 laser. Subsequent recompression yielded ∼ 1 mJ
pulses at 800 nm with a pulse width of 120 fs and a repe-
tition rate of 1 kHz. Frequency doubled and tripled radia-
tion was obtained by directing the 800-nm pulses through
appropriately phase matched KDP crystals.

The geometry of the transient absorption measurements is
indicated schematically in Fig. 1. The output of the femtosec-
ond laser source was focused with a 1-m focal length lens to
form a 0.5 mm diameter spot on the sample. The output of the
CW laser was directed obliquely to the femtosecond laser and
focused to a 0.1 mm diameter spot at the center of the fem-
tosecond laser spot. CW radiation at 633 nm was provided by
a Metrologic Model ML-840 7 mW He : Ne laser. CW radi-
ation at 473 nm was provided by a 10 mW, diode pumped,
solid state laser; the intensity of the 473 nm beam was reduced
with neutral density filters to avoid transmission changes due
to the probe beam. The intensity of the transmitted beam was
monitored with a ThorLabs Det 210 high speed photodiode,
with a rise time of 1 ns. Interference filters matched to the ap-
propriate CW wavelength minimized signals due to scattered
femtosecond radiation. The diode output was digitized and
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FIGURE 1 Experiment to measure transmission of 473-nm light through
a soda lime glass sample during exposure to femtosecond laser pulses. The
beam of a continuous-wave diode laser is focused through the femtosecond
laser spot

recorded with a LeCroy LC584AXL 1 GHz digital oscillo-
scope. For maximum sensitivity, an input impedance of 1 MΩ

was used in most experiments. Under these conditions, the RC
time constant of the detection electronics was about 130 µs.
For fast time scale measurements at reduced sensitivity, RC
time constants of about 10 ns could be obtained with an input
impedance of 50 Ω.

Absorption spectra in the visible and ultraviolet regions
were acquired with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 9000 spectropho-
tometer. Light transmitted through the sample was collected
in a Spectralon integrating sphere equipped with an extended
range photomultiplier tube and a thermostated PbS detector.
The use of an integrating sphere insures that forward-scattered
light transmitted through the sample was properly detected
and included in the measured transmission.

The samples employed in this work include soda lime
glass slides (Gold Seal� microscope slides, Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, USA) and infrared-grade single-crystal
sodium chloride (International Crystal Labs, Garfield, New
Hampshire, USA).

3 Soda lime glass

3.1 Absorption spectrum

The absorption spectrum of soda lime glass dark-
ened with femtosecond laser radiation is similar to the ab-
sorption spectra of glass darkened with X- and γ -rays. Fig-
ure 2 displays the absorbance [log10 (I/I0)] of an as-received,
1-mm thick soda lime glass slide prior to irradiation, along
with glass slides darkened with 800-nm femtosecond laser
pulses and Cu Kα X-ray radiation from an X-ray diffraction
unit. The spectral features in both darkened materials are sta-
ble on time scales of months. The broad absorption peaks cen-
tered at 460 and 620 nm are quite similar to absorption peaks
observed in pure, X-irradiated soda silicate glasses [2, 3]
and soda aluminosilicate glasses [4]. Both femtosecond- and
X-irradiated glasses also show enhanced absorption in the
near UV due to trapped electron centers [2, 3]. Color cen-
ter formation in alkali silicates by exposure to ultrafast laser
pulses at 850 nm has been previously reported and attributed
to the response of the glass to the short wavelength compon-
ent of supercontinuum light [5]. We find coloration occur-

FIGURE 2 UV-VIS absorption spectra of untreated soda lime glass, of
glass exposed to femtosecond 800-nm radiation, and glass exposed to Cu Kα

X-rays. The broad peaks at 420 nm and 620 nm are attributed to H+
2 and H+

3
trapped-hole centers, respectively

ring at laser intensities well below any white light formation
and are able to explain defect formation as being initiated by
multiphoton excitation.

The broad absorption at 460 nm is conveniently probed
with commercial CW diode lasers. In this work, the beam
from a 473 nm diode laser was focused through the center
of the femtosecond laser spot. The transmitted intensity was
measured with a fast photodiode.

3.2 Evolution of color center formation during fs
irradiation
The coloration produced by femtosecond laser ra-

diation is a strong function of pulse energy [6]. The transmis-
sion of 473-nm probe signal through an initially clear soda
lime glass slide during exposure to 400-nm pulses (1 kHz
repetition rate) appears in Fig. 3 for five pulse energies. Ir-
radiation started at time t = 0 and continued for the dura-
tion of data collection. As one might expect, the transmission
drops rapidly at high pulse energies and slowly at low pulse
energies.

On the time scale of seconds, the transmission changes
smoothly with time. High time-resolution measurements
show clear, step-like drops with each laser pulse, especially
at high pulse energies. Transmission measurements during
the first five high-intensity femtosecond pulses incident on
a soda lime glass slide on millisecond time scales (1 MΩ input
resistance) are reported in Fig. 4a. A nanosecond time scale
measurement of the transmission signal during the first fem-
tosecond pulse is shown in Fig. 4b (50 Ω input resistance).
On both time scales, the initial drop in the transmission signal
is rate limited by the time constant of the detection electron-
ics. The nanosecond-scale transmission measurements show
that the initial transmission drop is faster than about 10 ns.
This is comparable to the 10 ns response of the electronics to
a femtosecond pulse, shown in the inset of Fig. 4b.

Although defect creation is instantaneous on the time scale
of these measurements, the transmission signal shows inter-
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FIGURE 3 Transmission at 473 nm through soda lime glass during expo-
sure to 400-nm femtosecond laser pulses at five selected pulse energies. One
thousand femtosecond pulses per second were directed at the sample starting
at time t = 0

FIGURE 4 Transmission at 473 nm during exposure to 400-nm femtosec-
ond pulses at 200 µJ/pulse. a Transmission during the first five laser pulses
acquired with 1 MΩ input impedance (time resolution about 130 µs). b Aver-
age transmission signal acquired with an input impedance of 50 Ω (time
resolution about 10 ns). The inset in b shows the signal due to scattered laser
femtosecond laser light (no probe); scattered light is responsible for the peak
in the transmission signal coincident with the laser pulse in b

FIGURE 5 Average transmission signal acquired with an input impedance
of 50 Ω (time resolution about 10 ns), showing the initial stages of transmis-
sion recovery following each pulse. The light line through the data shows
a least squares fit of the data to a square-root decay

esting kinetics between femtosecond pulses, provided that the
total defect density is sufficiently high. The transmission drop
following the first laser pulse in Fig. 4a is essentially perma-
nent on the millisecond time scale. However, the transmission
accompanying subsequent pulses drops immediately after the
femtosecond pulse, then gradually rises until the next fem-
tosecond pulse. Eventually an equilibrium is reached where
the transmission drop produced by a femtosecond pulse has
entirely recovered just prior to the next femtosecond pulse.

The transmission rise between femtosecond pulses is es-
pecially evident in the microsecond time scale measurements
of Fig. 5. After a few microseconds, transmission increases
almost half-way back to its value before the femtosecond
pulse. Significantly, the transmission rise or recovery is sub-
sequently proportional to t1/2, where t is the time since the
most recent femtosecond pulse. This functional behavior is
characteristic of bimolecular annihilation, where two defects
(one mobile) annihilate when the mobile defect encounters its
immobile partner. The t1/2 time behavior, in particular, sug-
gests that the mobile defect executes a random walk along
a line or linear structure. As discussed below, this behavior is
reasonable in light of the structure of alkali silicate glasses.

3.3 Modeling transmission recovery

Transmission recovery continues for hundreds of
seconds, as shown in Fig. 6. This particular sample was col-
ored with 80 000 pulses of 800-nm femtosecond light, and was
probed in the 620 nm absorption band with a 633-nm He : Ne
laser. Here, time t = 0 corresponds to the onset of recovery,
when the femtosecond laser beam was blocked. In contrast
with the transmission recovery on microsecond time scales,
the recovery between 10 ms and 1 s is well described by bi-
molecular annihilation on a three dimensional lattice: the mo-
bile defect is free to move in all three dimensions. We assume
reactions of the form A+B → 0, where the concentration of
species A equals the concentration of species B. Typically,
one assumes that one defect is mobile and performs a random
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FIGURE 6 Recovery of the transmission signal after a darkening experi-
ment plotted on a log–log scale. Darkening was achieved by exposure to
800-nm femtosecond laser radiation for 80 s with 1000 pulses per second at
930 µJ per pulse. The femtosecond laser beam was blocked at time t = 0 and
remained blocked for the remainder of data collection. The signal at time
t = 0 has been subtracted from each data point to emphasize the initially rapid
recovery of the signal. The broad gray line shows the best fit of the data
to a model incorporating (2) and (5). This model represents the sum of two
bimolecular annihilation processes, one where the mobile species is free to
move in three dimensions and the other where the mobile species is confined
to one dimensional structures

walk on a lattice of L distinct sites, where some of the sites
are occupied stationary recombination centers B. The proba-
bility (per unit time) of a walker encountering a recombination
center is the product of the fraction of sites occupied by re-
combination centers (N/L), the average number of distinct
sites visited by the walker per unit time S, and the total num-
ber of walkers (N). For uniform lattices (for example, cubic
lattices where the jumping probability is identical for all pairs
of adjacent sites) the average number of distinct sites visited
by a walker per unit time is constant for all lattice dimensions
D > 2. Then

dN

dt
= −

(
N

L

)
SN = − S

L
N2. (1)

The solution of this equation takes the form:

N(t) = N0

1 +C N0 t
. (2)

If the mobile species is confined to structures of dimension
less than two, the average number of sites per unit time visited
by a walker is not constant. For instance, the average number
of sites visited in a random walk along a 1-D line is pro-
portional to t1/2, because the walker spends much of its time
visiting previously visited sites. Since the walker must have
survived its passage through these previously visited sites, it
is safe during subsequent visits to the same sites. In soda lime
glass, some mobile defects may be confined to linear channels
of sodium ions and their associated nonbonding oxygen cen-
ters. The existence of such channels is predicted by molecular
dynamics simulations [7–11] and has been verified by X-ray
diffraction [12] and magnetic resonance studies [13].

Under these conditions, the probability of encountering
new sites is proportional to the derivative of the total number

of distinct sites visited, so S = (S′/2) t−1/2, with S′ a con-
stant. The probability S can vary in similar ways if the mobile
species encounters electron traps with a distribution of trap
depths, where the mobile species spends a disproportionate
time at sites with deep traps. If S(t) scales with the inverse
square root of time, (1) becomes

dN

dt
= −S′t−1/2

2L
N2 . (3)

Equation (3) is readily solved by changing the variable of in-
tegration to f = t1/2. Expressing N in terms of f yields:

dN

d f
= − S′

L
N2 . (4)

The solution of (4) is formally the same as the solution of (1),
with t1/2 replacing t. More generally, for dimensions less than
two, the average total number of sites visited by a walker is
proportional to tD/2 [14], and

N(t) = N0

1 + CN0tD/2
. (5)

where C = S′/L. This non-integral time behavior is often
described as “fractal time”.

The kinetics of transmission recovery in soda lime glass
are well described in terms of recombination on 1-D and
3-D lattices, corresponding to terms with t1 from (2) and t1/2

in (5) (with D = 1). Extrapolating these equations to long
times, using best fit parameters, suggests that approximately
30% of the defects present at the end of femtosecond irradi-
ation are permanently stable. Physically, these defects consti-
tute a separate population of defects that do not participate in
the annihilation reactions describe above. For instance, these
defects may be physically isolated from mobile species.

In the short time limit, the t1/2 term in (5) (for D = 1)
dominates the t1 term in (2). The curve fit parameters ob-
tained from the data of Fig. 6 indicate that the t1/2 term dom-
inates at times less than a few microseconds. This is con-
sistent with the early time behavior of the transmission re-
covery in Fig. 5, especially considering the vastly different
experimental conditions employed in the two experiments.

4 Sodium chloride

4.1 Darkening kinetics

Femtosecond pulses also color the alkali halides at
modest pulse energies. The absorbance of a typical sodium
chloride crystal before and after darkening by 400 nm fem-
tosecond radiation is shown in Fig. 7. The broad F-center peak
at 460 nm is well situated for probing at the 473 nm wave-
length of the blue diode laser. The F-center consists of a alkali
vacancy associated with a trapped electron. Thus the F-center
site has the same nominal charge as the same site without the
defect. F-center formation in the alkali halides has been ex-
tensively studied [15–19], providing a wealth of information
to use in the interpretation of new results. The other peaks in
the absorption spectrum of Fig. 7 are attributed to M-centers
(formed by two F-centers on adjacent sites) and V-centers
(miscellaneous hole traps, often associated with impurities).
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FIGURE 7 Absorption spectra of a sodium chloride sample before and
after darkening by 400-nm, femtosecond laser irradiation

FIGURE 8 Transmission at 473-nm through single crystal sodium chlo-
ride during femtosecond laser irradiation at 400-nm at four different pulse
energies

The progress of darkening during irradiation with 400-nm
femtosecond pulses at four distinct pulse energies in illus-
trated in Fig. 8. As with soda lime glass, the rate of darken-
ing is a strong function of pulse energy. At high pulse ener-
gies, the transmission at 473 nm quickly reaches an apparent
minimum.

4.2 Model of transmission change during darkening

A model of the darkening process can be con-
structed by incorporating a defect source term into the equa-
tions for bimolecular annihilation. If the number of defects
produced per laser pulse is the same for each laser pulse
(= A), then N = N + A immediately after each pulse. The bi-
molecular annihilation reaction of (1) operates between fem-
tosecond pulses. In practice, it is convenient to work with
more continuous functions, for example:

dN

dt
= A − CN2 . (6)

The interpretation of the constants A and C in (8) is not
straightforward due to the nature of the averaging process. In-

FIGURE 9 Log–log plot of the 473-nm transmission signal through sin-
gle crystal sodium chloride during exposure to 400-nm, 70 µJ femtosecond
pulses. The curve represents a least squares fit of (8) to the data, representing
bimolecular annihilation where the mobile species is free to move in all three
dimensions

corporating initial conditions [N(t = 0) = 0], the solution can
be expressed as:

N(t) =
√

A

C
tanh(

√
AC t) . (7)

Although this solution displays the correct behavior in the
long time limit, the predicted initial rate of darkening is much
faster than that the observed rate. A good fit to the experimen-
tal data is obtained by raising the time to a fractional power:

N(t) =
√

A

C
tanh(

√
AC tM) (8)

where M �= 1, i.e., fractal time. The need for fractal time in
this continuum model may result from treating discrete defect
creation events (with each femtosecond pulse) as a continuous
process. Models that incorporate defect creation and annihila-
tion with each laser pulse are under construction and we hope
to resolve this point soon.

A log–log plot of a least squares fit of (8) to 473-nm trans-
mission data acquired at a femtosecond pulse energy of 70 µJ
is shown in Fig. 9. Equation (10) provides a good fit to the data
over five orders of magnitude in time. Similar fits were ob-
tained for pulse energies from 10 to 200 µJ. Although the data
are limited, the parameters corresponding to (A/C)1/2 and
(AC)1/2 are consistent with defect production by a multipho-
ton process, where the defect production parameter A scales
as a power of the pulse energy of at least two and C remains
approximately constant. The power M in (8) is approximately
0.3 over this range of pulse energies. If this interpretation of A
and C is correct, we should be able to fit data acquired at other
pulse energies with the same C parameter; A should scale with
the pulse energy to the third power (the expected pulse energy
dependence).

Equation (8) is less successful at describing the darkening
process in soda lime glass. A log–log plot of a least squares fit
of (8) to typical transmission data during darkening is shown
by the lower gray line in Fig. 10. The fit falls well below
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FIGURE 10 Log–log plot of the transmission at 473-nm through soda lime
glass during exposure to 400-nm, 70-µJ, femtosecond pulses. The lower
light line shows a least squares fit of (8) to the data. The upper light line
shows a least squares fit of two terms corresponding to (8) and (9), for the
case M = 1

the data at times below 100 ms. If the defect recombination
evolves independently on 1-D and 3-D lattices, as suggested
by the recovery of transmission after femtosecond irradiation,
one might expect the darkening process to involve two in-
dependent processes as well. This would involve two defect
densities, each with its own absorption and time evolution de-
scribed by (8). Dimensionally, one expects the time exponent
for a 3-D lattice to be twice the exponent for a 1-D lattice; that
is, the time evolution of the defect density on the 1-D lattice
would take the form:

N(t) =
√

A′

C′ tanh(
√

A′C′ tM/2) . (9)

Curve fits employing independent terms combining (8) and
(9) suggest that M is very close to one. A combined curve
fit with M set to 1 is plotted in Fig. 10 (upper light curve,
four free parameters) and provides good fit to the data at short
times.

Although our understanding of defect production and an-
nihilation in these materials during femtosecond irradiation is
still in its infancy, a consistent picture is emerging in the case
of soda lime glass. Models that treat defect annihilation in
terms of bimolecular recombination operating independently
on 3-D and 1-D sublattices provide a good description of
the data. Physically, the 1-D sublattice would correspond to
sodium-rich channels in this material. The situation is less
clear in the case of sodium chloride. Preliminary data sug-
gest that we may need to account for charge exchange among

defects during femtosecond radiation to fully account for the
darkening and recovery processes.

5 Conclusion

Defects generated by femtosecond laser pulses in
soda lime glass and sodium chloride produce a persistent col-
oration that can be stable for very long times. In each case,
the rate of defect formation during exposure depends strongly
on the pulse energy. The competition between defect creation
and annihilation complicates the kinetics of darkening. When
femtosecond laser irradiation ceases, only annihilation op-
erates, resulting in simpler kinetics. The kinetics of defect
annihilation in soda lime glass appear to be affected by the
unusual molecular structure of this material, which includes
linear channels of alkali ions surrounded by nonbonding oxy-
gen centers. Analysis of the recovery kinetics suggests that
about 30% of the defects present at the end of femtosecond
irradiation in soda lime glass persist in the long time limit.
An understanding of defect creation and annihilation is neces-
sary to ensure that pattern formation in transparent material
displays the desired degree of persistence.
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